Abstract. This paper proposes a rough set theoretic approach to Domain theory, thereby establishing a direct connection between Rough Set Theory and Domain Theory. With a rough set theoretic mind-set, we tailor-made new approximation operators specially suited for Domain Theory. Our proposed approach not only offers a fresh perspective to existing concepts and results in Domain Theory through the rough set theoretic lens, but also reveals ways to establishing novel domain-theoretic results. For instance, (1) the well-known interpolation property of the way-below relation on a continuous poset is equivalent to the idempotence of a certain set-operator; (2) the continuity of a poset can be characterized by the coincidence of the Scott closure operator and the upper approximation operator induced by the way below relation; and as a result, (3) a new characterization of Scott closure is obtained. Additionally, we show how, to each approximating relation, an associated order-compatible topology can be defined in such a way that for the case of a continuous poset the topology associated to the way-below relation is exactly the Scott topology. A preliminary investigation is carried out on this new topology.
Introduction
The invention of Domain Theory by Dana Scott in around the late 1960s was originally intended to give a denotational semantics for the λ-calculus [9, 10, 11] . Domain theory is a theory of approximation as it formalizes the notion of partial or incomplete information to represent computations that have not yet returned a result, and thus provides the mathematical foundation to explicate the phenomenon of approximation in computation. Another important but entirely independent theory of approximation that has far-reaching impact, particularly, in knowledge representation and reasoning as well as in data analysis is that of Rough Set Theory. Introduced by Zdis law Pawlak in [8] as a mathematical tool for imperfect data analysis, Rough Set Theory saw many applications in decision support occurring in various disciplines such as computer science, engineering, medicine, education and others.
Earlier works due to Guo-Qiang Zhang ([14, 15, 16] ) already identified that Domain Theory, in the form of Scott information systems and Formal Concept Analysis, has something to do with Rough Set Theory because of its applications in knowledge representation and reasoning. But it was Yi Yu Yao ( [12, 13] ) who first explicitly pointed out the role that Domain Theory plays in Rough Set Theory relying on the notion of object-oriented concept. Following up on Yao's work, Lei and Luo gave a rough concept representation of complete lattices and showed that rough approximable concepts represent algebraic lattices via two key representation theorems (Theorems 3.2 and 4.6, [6] ).
While the aforementioned works demonstrate in one direction that Domain Theory manifests in Rough Set Theory via Formal Concept Analysis, it has never been shown in the other direction what rôle Rough Set Theory plays in Domain Theory. It is for this very reason that we write this paper -we demonstrate how concepts and well-known results in Domain Theory can formulated and obtained via our rough set theoretic approach. Readers who are well-acquainted with Rough Set Theory know very well that in Pawlak's original formulation, the lower and upper approximation operators induced by an equivalence relation R on a universe U of finite objects play a fundamental rôle. However, in Domain Theory, the way-below relation ≪ on a poset (which is of central importance) is far from being reflexive, let alone an equivalence relation. For us, the most critical step in the adopting a rough set theoretic approach to Domain Theory is to get around this problem by defining a new set of approximation operators that is best suited for irreflexive binary relations on posets.
We first gather all the domain-theoretic preliminaries needed for our present development in Section 2, and then study how the core concepts in domain theory can be formulated using Rough Set Theory in Section 3. This study is carried out over two subsections: (1) We begin by defining the new approximation operators induced by an auxiliary relation on a poset in Subsection 3.1. Amongst the several order-theoretic properties that we prove concerning these operators, the highlight is a certain characterization of the interpolation property enjoyed by a given auxiliary relation in terms of the lower (respectively, upper) approximation operators. (2) We proceed to establish more domain-theoretic results in Subsection 3.2 by requiring further that the auxiliary relation is (pre-)approximating. To this achieve this, we introduce a new order-compatible topology induced by an (pre-)approximating relation. In the case of a continuous poset, we established that the topology induced by the way-below relation is exactly the Scott topology. This newly introduced topology is studied in greater detail in Section 4.
In this paper, we characterize continuous posets to be precisely those for which the upper approximation operator induced by the way-below relation coincides with the Scott closure operator. Based on this new characterization of continuity, we obtain a novel characterization of Scott closed sets of a continuous poset -a matter which we continue to pursue further later in Section 5. This further investigation reveals some link with an earlier (unpublished) result by Dongsheng Zhao [17] . We conclude this paper in Section 6 by pointing the reader to possible future directions and posing some open questions.
For references, we point the reader to [1, 3] for domain theory, and [8] for Rough Set Theory.
Preliminaries
A partially ordered set (poset, for short) is a non-empty set P equipped with a reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relation ≤. If P is a poset and X ⊆ P , we use the symbol X (respectively, X) to denote the least upper bound or supremum (respectively, the greatest lower bound or infimum) of X, if it exists. We define the upper closure of X by ↑X := {x ∈ P | ∃y ∈ X. y ≤ x}, and dually, ↓X, the lower closure of X. If X = ↑X (respectively, X = ↓X), then X is called an upper (respectively, lower ) subset of P . It is well known that the collection of all upper (respectively, lower) subsets of a poset P ordered by inclusion is a complete lattice, and we denote it by U (P ) (respectively, L(P )).
A subset D of P is directed (dually, filtered) provided it is non-empty and every finite subset of D has an upper (dually, lower) bound in D. A poset of which every directed subset has a supremum is called a directed-complete partial order (dcpo, for short).
In domain theory, the most important binary relation on a poset is the way-below relation, which we define as follows. Let P be a poset. We say that x is way below y, denoted by x ≪ y if for all directed subsets D ⊆ P for which D exists, the relation D ≥ y always implies x ∈ ↓D. An element x satisfying the condition x ≪ x is said to be compact. For each x ∈ P , we use the notations և x := {y ∈ P | y ≪ x} and ։ x := {y ∈ P | x ≪ y}.
It follows immediately from the definition of ≪ that և x (respectively, ։ x) is a lower (respectively, upper) subset of P . A poset P is said to be continuous if for any x ∈ P , the set և x is directed and x = և x. The following proposition often comes in handy to prove that a poset is continuous. Proposition 2.1. Let P be a poset. If for each x ∈ P there exists a directed set D x ⊆ և x with D x = x, then (1) և x is directed, and (2) և x = x. In particular, P is continuous.
A binary relation ≺ on a poset P is called an auxiliary relation if it satisfies the following conditions for any u, x, y and z ∈ P :
(1) x ≺ y implies x ≤ y;
if the smallest element ⊥ of P exists, then ⊥ ≺ x. The set of all auxiliary relations on P is denoted by Aux(P ). Clearly, both ≤ and ≪ are auxiliary relations on P .
Let ≺∈ Aux(P ) and x ∈ P . We denote the set {y ∈ P | y ≺ x} by s ≺ (x). From the definition of auxiliary relation, we have that s ≺ (x) ∈ L(P ).
The set Aux(P ) is a complete lattice with respect to the containment of graphs as subsets of P × P since it is closed under arbitrary intersections and unions in P × P .
An auxiliary relation ≺ on a poset P is called pre-approximating if for any x ∈ P , s ≺ (x) is directed. If in addition x = s ≺ (x) holds for any x ∈ P , then we say that ≺ is approximating. The set of all pre-approximating (respectively, approximating) auxiliary relations is denoted by PApp(P ) (respectively, App(P )). For a poset (P, ≤), the order relation ≤ is trivially approximating, and the way below relation ≪ is approximating if and only if P is continuous. Proposition 2.2. In a poset P , the way below relation ≪ is contained in all approximating auxiliary relations, i.e., ≪ ⊆ {≺|≺∈ App(P )}.
If P is a continuous poset, then
Thus, the following are equivalent for a poset P :
(1) P is continuous.
(2) The way-below relation ≪ is the smallest approximating relation on P .
Proof. Suppose that y ≪ x and ≺ is approximating. Then s ≺ (x) := {u ∈ P | u ≺ x} is a directed set and s ≺ (x) = x. Since y ≪ x, there exists u ∈ s ≺ (x) such that y ≤ u. But y ≤ u ≺ x implies y ≺ x as ≺ is an auxiliary relation. Thus, y ≪ x implies y ≺ x, i.e., ≪ is contained in ≺.
Further, assume that P is continuous. Let x, y ∈ P with (x, y) ∈ {≺|≺∈ App(P )}. Since P is continuous, ≪∈ App(P ) so that (x, y) ∈≪. Hence x ≪ y.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) thus follows immediately.
An auxiliary relation ≺ on a poset P is said to satisfy the Interpolation Property (INT), provided that for all x and z ∈ P we have
In domain theory, much depends on the fact that ≪ satisfies the interpolation property.
Proposition 2.3. Let P be a continuous poset. Then ≪ satisfies (INT), i.e., for any x, z ∈ P , if x ≪ z, then there exists y ∈ P such that
The most prominently featured topology in domain theory is purportedly the Scott topology. Let P be a poset and U ⊆ P . We say that U is Scott open if (1) U = ↑U ; (2) U is inaccessible by directed suprema, i.e., whenever a directed subset D is such that sup D ∈ U , there already exists d ∈ D such that d ∈ U . A set is Scott closed if it is the complement of a Scott open set. It follows immediately that a subset A of P is Scott closed if and only if it is lower and closed under the formation of directed suprema. The collection of all Scott open subsets of P forms a topology on P called the Scott topology and is denoted by σ(P ).
As a direct consequence of Proposition 2.3, we have:
Proposition 2.4. Let P be a continuous poset and x ∈ P .
(1) The set ։ x is Scott open. (2) The collection B := { ։ x | x ∈ P } forms a base for the Scott topology on P .
(3) The Scott interior of ↑x is precisely ։ x, i.e., int σ (↑x) = ։ x.
Approximation operators
Before we define the approximation operators for domain theory, it is perhaps beneficial for the reader to revisit the basic motivation for these in Pawlak's original formulation of Rough Set Theory. Let (U, A) be an information system, where U, the universe, is a non-empty finite set of objects and A is a non-empty finite set of attributes such that a : U −→ V a for each a ∈ A, where V a is the set of values that attribute a may take.
Suppose X ⊆ U is a target set that we wish to represent using attribute subset R ⊆ A. To each attribute subset R, there is an associated equivalence relation Ind(R) (called the indiscernibility relation) defined by:
Intuitively, for any x, y ∈ Ind(R), the elements x and y are indiscernible (or indistinguishable) by attributes from R. The partition of U is a family of all equivalence classes of Ind(R) and is denoted by U/R. We denote the equivalence class of Ind(R) which contains a given element x ∈ U by [x] R . For a given attribute set R ⊆ A, the lower approximation of X with respect to R is defined by RX := {x ∈ U | [x] R ⊆ X} and the upper approximation of X with respect to R is defined by
The tuple RX, RX is called the rough set approximation of X. Note that the following property always holds:
RX ⊆ X ⊆ RX.
(RSA) The above property (RSA) is very fundamental in Rough Set Theory. Subsequent development in Rough Set Theory brought about the emergence of many kinds of lower and upper 'approximations', but all these must crucially satisfy the above chain of set inclusions -this warrants the use of the terminology 'approximation' because the set X is always captured between its lower and upper approximations. Thus, the preceding rough set theoretic consideration bears upon us to require that those lower and upper approximations we define for domain theory to satisfy (RSA) too (see Proposition 3.3).
3.1. Auxiliary relation. In this subsection, we define a new set of rough set approximation operators for domain theory. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). It is quite tempting to define the rough set approximation operators in our domain-theoretic context as follows:
But this pair of approximations is no longer able to 'capture' X because ≺ is not necessarily reflexive (and in fact, for domains, the way-below relation ≪ is in particular very irreflexive!).
To get around this problem, we give the above definitions a little tweak:
Definition 3.1 (Lower and upper approximations). Let P be a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). For each subset A of P , the lower and upper approximations of A (with respect to ≺), denoted by A ↓≺ and A ↑≺ respectively, are defined by
The following are immediate consequences arising from Definition 3.1:
Proposition 3.2. Let P be a poset, ≺∈ Aux(P ), A ⊆ P and a ∈ P . Then the following properties hold:
Our choice of definition for the lower and upper approximations is justified in view of rough set theoretic considerations (see condition (RSA)) as the following proposition shows: Proposition 3.3. Let P be a poset. For each A ⊆ P and ≺∈ Aux(P ), we have
Proof. The first containment A ↓≺ ⊆ A is just because of the way A ↓≺ is defined as it only contains elements of A that satisfy the condition s ≺ (x) ∩ A = ∅. So it remains to prove the second containment, i.e., A ⊆ A ↑≺ . Let a ∈ A. Then for any x ≺ a, it follows that x ≤ a. Hence x ∈ ↓A. This proves that s ≺ (a) ⊆ ↓A, and hence A ⊆ A ↑≺ as required.
Given a poset P and ≺∈ Aux(P ), we always have
It is very tempting to conclude that ∅ ↑≺ = ∅. But this is not true in general. For instance, if P has no bottom element, there may still be an element x ∈ P such that s ≺ (x) = ∅. The following proposition tells us more about this situation.
Proposition 3.4. Let P ba a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). Then the following are equivalent:
We shall make use of proof by contrapositivity.
Proof.
(1) =⇒ (2): Suppose that ∅ ↑≺ = ∅. Then there exists y ∈ P such that s ≺ (y) ⊆ ↓∅ = ∅. This implies that s ≺ (y) = ∅, and thus (1) cannot hold.
(2) =⇒ (3): Suppose that P ↓≺ = P . Then there exists x ∈ P such that x ∈ P ↓≺ . This means that s ≺ (x) ∩ P = ∅. Thus, s ≺ (x) = ∅. This means that s ≺ (x) ⊆ ↓∅, and hence ∅ ↓≺ = ∅ because x ∈ ∅ ↓≺ , and thus (2) cannot hold.
(3) =⇒ (1): Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there is x ∈ P such that s ≺ (x) = ∅. Then we have s ≺ (x) ∩ P = ∅. This implies that there exists x ∈ P for which the condition s ≺ (x) ∩ P = ∅ fails to hold, i.e., there is x ∈ P \P ↓≺ , and thus (3) cannot hold.
In order to gain a deeper insight into the order-theoretic properties of the rough set approximations, we now turn to view the lower and upper approximations as set-valued operators. Let P be a poset, and we denote the collection of upper (respectively, lower) subsets of P by U (P ) (respectively, L(P ). Recall that (U (P ), ⊆) and (L(P ), ⊆) are complete lattices. In each case, infima are calculated as intersections and suprema as unions.
It is easy to establish the following:
Proof. For convenience, we only prove (1). By Proposition 3.2(4), (−) ↑≺ is well-defined.
We now prove that (−) ↑≺ is a monotone mapping on the complete lattice (U (P ), ⊆). For this purpose, let A ⊆ B in U (P ). Then for any x ∈ A ↑≺ , it holds that s ≺ (x) ⊆ ↓A. Because A ⊆ B, we have ↓A ⊆ ↓B, and hence s ≺ (x) ⊆ ↓B. This proves that x ∈ B ↑≺ . Hence
What is interesting is that both (−)
↑≺ and (−) ↓≺ are very special monotone mappings in that they are part of certain Galois connection. At this juncture, the reader may like to recall that a pair of monotone maps f : P −→ Q and g : Q −→ P between posets P and Q is called a Galois connection if for each p ∈ P and q ∈ Q, f (p) ≤ q if and only if p ≤ g(q). For a given pair of Galois connection (f, g), we say that f is lower adjoint to g (denoted by f ⊣ g) and g is upper adjoint to f (denoted by g ⊢ f ).
has a lower adjoint defined by:
Proof. The first thing to establish is that the map (−) ↑≺ is well-defined. Let B be a lower subset of P . We must show that B ↑≺ is a lower subset of P . Let x ∈ B ↑≺ and y ≤ x. Then for any C ∈ L(P ) with B ⊆ C ↑≺ , one has that x ∈ C. Since C is lower, it follows from y ≤ x that y ∈ C. Thus, y ∈ B ↑≺ . It is also clear that (−) ↑≺ is monotone. It remains to show that (−) ↑≺ ⊣ (−) ↑≺ . To this end, we shall show that B ↑≺ ⊆ A ⇐⇒ B ⊆ A ↑≺ . Assume that B ⊆ A ↑≺ . Then, in particular,
So, B ↑≺ = C ⊆ A.
Next we assume that B ↑≺ ⊆ A. We shall show that B ⊆ A ↑≺ . Let b ∈ B. We must show that s ≺ (b) ⊆ ↓A = A, as A is a lower set. Pick any x ∈ s ≺ (B), i.e., x ≺ b. We claim that x ∈ B ↑≺ . So, take any C ∈ L(P ) with B ⊆ C ↑≺ . Now, b ∈ B which implies that b ∈ C ↑≺ . This means that s ≺ (b) ⊆ ↓C. Since C is lower, this implies s ≺ (b) ⊆ C, and x ∈ s ≺ (b) then forces x ∈ C. Hence x ∈ B ↑≺ . But B ↑≺ ⊆ A so that x ∈ A. This completes the proof that
Similarly, one can show that Theorem 3.7. The monotone mapping
has an upper adjoint defined by
Because upper (respectively, lower) adjoints preserve existing infima (respectively, suprema), one immediately has:
Corollary 3.8. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). Then the following hold:
(1) For any collection {A i | i ∈ I} of lower subsets of P ,
(2) For any collection {B i | i ∈ I} of upper subsets of P ,
Proposition 3.9. Let P be a poset, A ⊆ P and ≺∈ Aux(P ). Then the following hold:
(1) A = A ↓≺ if and only if for each x ∈ A there exists y ∈ A such that y ≺ x.
(2) If ≺ is approximating and A is a Scott closed subset, then A ↑≺ = A.
(1) In light of Proposition 3.3 (that is, A ↓≺ ⊆ A always holds), A = A ↓≺ if and only if A ⊆ A ↓≺ ; equivalently, for each x ∈ A, x ∈ A ↓≺ , i.e., there exists y ∈ A such that y ≺ x. (2) In light of Proposition 3.3 (that is, A ⊆ A ↑≺ always holds), we just need to prove that A ↑≺ ⊆ A. Let x ∈ A ↑≺ be given. Then s ≺ (x) ⊆ ↓A. Since A is Scott closed, it is lower, and so we have s ≺ (x) ⊆ A. Since ≺ is approximating, we have s ≺ (x) is directed and s ≺ (x) = x. Because A is Scott closed, it follows that x ∈ A, and the proof is complete.
The upper and lower approximations are closely connected to each other. Let P be a poset and ≺ an auxiliary relation on P . For any A ⊆ P , we have: Note that
Observe that s ≺ (x) ⊆ P \A always implies x ∈ (P \A) ↑≺ because we always have (P \A) ⊆ ↓(P \A). Thus, contrapositivity forces that
which in turn entails that
In the event that A is an upper set, then P \A is lower so that ↓(P \A) = P \A. Thus, we have
if A is an upper set. The above discussion establishes the following partition property:
Theorem 3.10. Let P be a poset, ≺∈ Aux(P ) and A ⊆ P . Then the following hold:
That is, A ↓≺ and (P \A) ↑≺ define a partition on P .
(1) By the preceding remark, for any A ⊆ P , it holds that A ∩ (P \(P \A) ↑≺ ) ⊆ A ↓≺ . Thus,
This proves that A ↓≺ ∪ (P \A) ↑≺ = P .
(2) By the preceding remark, since A is upper, it holds that A ↓≺ = A ∩ (P \(P \A) ↑≺ ). So, we have
One advantage of our rough set theoretic approach to domain theory is that it allows us to characterize the interpolating property of an auxiliary relation ≺ via the upper (respectively, lower) approximation operators. More precisely, an auxiliary relation is interpolating if and only if the upper (respectively, lower) approximation operator is a closure (respectively, kernel) operator on the lattice of lower (respectively, upper) sets. Here, a closure (respectively, kernel) operator refers to an idempotent, monotone self map f on a poset L with 1 L ≤ f (respectively, f ≤ 1 L ).
Theorem 3.11. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) ≺ satisfies (INT).
(2) (A ↓≺ ) ↓≺ = A ↓≺ for every upper set A of P .
(3) (B ↑≺ ) ↑≺ = B ↑≺ for every lower set B of P .
(1) =⇒ (2): Let A ∈ U (P ). By virtue of Proposition 3.3, it suffices to show that A ↓≺ ⊆ (A ↓≺ ) ↓≺ . To this end, let x ∈ A ↓≺ . Then there exists y ∈ A such that y ≺ x. By the (INT) property, there exists z ∈ P such that y ≺ z ≺ x. Since A is upper and y ∈ A, we have z ∈ A. Hence y ∈ A ↓≺ , and this implies x ∈ (A ↓≺ ) ↓≺ .
(2) =⇒ (1): Let x and y be elements of P such that x ≺ y. By Proposition 3.2(3), it follows that y ∈ ↑x ↓≺ . Note that ↑x ∈ U (P ) so that by (2), we have that (↑x)
(2) ⇐⇒ (3): Immediate result of two applications of Theorem 3.10.
Corollary 3.12. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ Aux(P ). Then the following are equivalent:
(1) ≺ satisfies the (INT) property.
(2) The lower approximation operator is a kernel operator on the lattice, (U (P ), ⊆), of upper sets of P . (3) The upper approximation operator is a closure operator on the lattice, (L(P ), ⊆), of lower sets of P .
On a poset P , the set, Aux(P ), of auxiliary relations on P is a complete lattice relative to the containment of graphs as subsets of P × P . We now develop certain basic properties of rough approximation operators based arising from different auxiliary relations on P . Proposition 3.13. Let P be a poset and ≺ 1 ⊆≺ 2 in Aux(P ). Then the following containments hold for any subset A of P :
Proof. Let ≺ 1 ⊆≺ 2 and A ⊆ P . If x ∈ A ↓≺ 1 then x ∈ A and there exists an element y ∈ A such that y ≺ 1 x. Since ≺ 1 ⊆≺ 2 , it follows that y ≺ 2 x. Thus, x ∈ A ↓≺ 2 . So,
Remark 3.14.
(1) In view of Proposition 3.3 that
as ≺ inflates in Aux(P ), the upper and lower approximations become closer to A, i.e., they give a better estimation of A. In the extreme case when ≤, being the largest element of Aux(P ), is taken, we have A ↓≤ = A and A ↑≤ = ↓A. (2) Let A be a fixed subset of P . Then we can talk about the aforementioned effect of auxiliary relation in Aux(P ) on the corresponding rough approximation operators by viewing this cause-and-effect phenomenon as monotone mappings. More precisely, the mappings defined below u : (Aux(P ), ⊆) −→ (P(P ), ⊇), A → A ↑≺ and l : (Aux(P ), ⊆) −→ (P(P ), ⊆), A → A ↓≺ .
are monotone mappings between the complete lattices (Aux(P ), ⊆) and (P(P ), ⊇) (respectively, (P(P ), ⊆)).
Indeed, the monotone mappings u and l, defined above in the remark, are lattice homomorphisms in the following sense: Proposition 3.15. Let P be a poset, A ⊆ P and ≺ 1 , ≺ 2 ∈ Aux(P ). Then the following hold:
(
Proof. Notice that for each x ∈ P , we always have:
and (1) and (2) follow immediately.
For (3), if x ∈ A ↓≺ 1 ∩ A ↓≺ 2 , then there are elements y 1 , y 2 ∈ A such that y 1 ≺ 1 x and y 2 ≺ 2 x. Since A is filtered, there exists z ∈ A such that z ≤ y 1 and z ≤ y 2 . Thus, z ≺ 1 x and z ≺ 2 x, and thus, x ∈ A ↓(≺ 1 ∩≺ 2 ) .
Approximating relation.
In this subsection, we make use of the rough set approximations introduced in Definition 3.1 in the situation when the auxiliary relation is an approximating one. In particular, we study the relationships between the approximation operators on an approximating auxiliary relation and the Scott closure and interior operators. Crucially, we rely on a new topology defined from the given approximating auxiliary relation. Consequently, we obtain a novel characterization of continuity of posets.
Let us begin with an interesting observation. Proof. Since U is upper, it suffices to show that U is inaccessible by existing directed suprema. To this end, let D be a directed subset whose supremum, D, exists and belongs to U . Because U = U ↓≪ , there exists x ∈ U such that already x ≪ D. This implies that
This observation leads us to consider, for the case of an arbitrary ≺∈ Aux(P ), those upper subsets U for which U = U ↓≺ . In general, the collection of these subsets do not form a topology on P but it does when ≺ is pre-approximating, i.e., ≺∈ PApp(P ) if and only if for each x ∈ P , the set s ≺ (x) is directed. Theorem 3.17. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ PApp(P ). Define the ≺-open subsets U of P to be those which satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) U = ↑U ; (2) U = U ↓≺ . Then the collection of ≺-opens defines a topology on P , denoted by µ ≺ (P ).
Proof. Recall that we have earlier remarked that ∅ ↓≺ = ∅. Since for each x ∈ P , the set {y ∈ P | y ≺ x} is directed and hence non-empty, by Proposition 3.4(3) that P ↓≺ = P . Thus, ∅ and P are ≺-open sets.
Let {U i | i ∈ I} be any collection of ≺-opens. We want to show that i∈I U i is ≺-open. For each i ∈ I, U i = U i ↓≺ . So we aim to show that i∈I U i ↓≺ is ≺-open. But by Theorem 3.8(2), i∈I U i ↓≺ = i∈I U i ↓≺ . Thus, i∈I U i ↓≺ = i∈I U i ↓≺ ↓≺ which completes the argument that i∈I U i is ≺-open.
Let U 1 and U 2 be ≺-opens. We now prove that
. To achieve this, we rely on Proposition 3.9 (2) . Let x ∈ U 1 ∩ U 2 . This implies that x ∈ U 1 = U 1 ↓≺ and x ∈ U 2 = U 2 ↓≺ . Thus, by Proposition 3.9(2), there exist y 1 ∈ U 1 and y 2 ∈ U 2 such that y 1 ≺ x and y 2 ≺ x. Thus, y 1 and y 2 ∈ s ≺ (x). Since s ≺ (x) is directed by assumption, there exists y ∈ s ≺ (x) such that y 1 , y 2 ≤ y. But U 1 and U 2 are upper, and thus, y ∈ U 1 ∩ U 2 with y ≺ x. By Proposition 3.9(2), it follows that (
Definition 3.18 (Topology generated by lower approximation). Let P be a poset and ≺∈ PApp(P ). We denote the collection of ≺-l.a. opens of P by µ ≺ (P ). We call µ ≺ (P ) the topology generated by lower approximation or the µ ≺ -topology and the corresponding topological space, P µ ≺ := (P, µ ≺ (P )), the lower approximation space 1 . Whenever, we mention about the ≺-opens of P , we implicitly require that ≺ is a pre-approximating auxiliary relation on P . Proposition 3.16 already hints a close relationship between the µ ≺ -topology and the Scott topology. In our ensuing development, we carry out our investigation in this direction.
Indeed a ≺-open set bears some semblance to a Scott open set in the following sense:
Proposition 3.19. Let P be a poset, U ⊆ P and ≺∈ PApp(P ). Consider the following statements:
(1) U ∈ µ ≺ (P ).
(2) U is upper and inaccessible by existing suprema of directed sets of the form s ≺ (x). Then (1) =⇒ (2). If, in addition ≺∈ App(P ), then (2) =⇒ (1). (2): Suppose x ∈ P is such that s ≺ (x) exists and belongs to U . Since U = U ↓≺ , there exists y ∈ U such that y ≺ s ≺ (x) ≤ x and so y ≺ x.
Proof. (1) =⇒
Assume further that ≺∈ App(P ). Then for each x ∈ U , s ≺ (x) is directed and s ≺ (x) = x. By (2), there exists y ∈ s ≺ (x) such that y ∈ U , i.e., x ∈ U ↓≺ . So, (2) =⇒ (1).
The above immediately yields:
Corollary 3.20. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ App(P ). Then the µ ≺ -topology is finer than the Scott topology, i.e., σ(P ) ⊆ µ ≺ (P ).
Proposition 3.21. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ App(P ). Then the µ ≺ -topology is ordercompatible, i.e., its specialization order coincides with the underlying order.
Proof. Since the µ ≺ -topology is finer than the Scott topology, its specialization order is contained in that of the Scott topology, which is the underlying order. The reverse containment holds by virtue of the upperness of ≺-opens. Lemma 3.23. Let P be a poset, A ⊆ P and ≺∈ App(P ). Then
Proof. Follows from int µ ≺ (A) ⊆ A and the monotonicity of the lower approximation operator on the power-set lattice.
Lemma 3.24. Let P be a poset, A ⊆ P and ≺∈ App(P ). Then
Proof. Since A ↑≺ = (↓A) ↑≺ by Proposition 3.2(1) and µ ≺ (P ) is an order-compatible topology so that cl µ ≺ (A) = cl µ ≺ (↓A), it suffices to establish the above containment by assuming that A is lower. To achieve this, let x ∈ A ↑≺ and U a ≺-open set with x ∈ U . We want to show that U ∩ A = ∅. Because x ∈ U = U ↓≺ , it follows that there is y ∈ U such that y ≺ x. But x ∈ A ↑≺ and A = ↓A implies that s ≺ (x) ⊆ A. Thus, y ∈ A. So, y ∈ U ∩ A as desired, witnessing the non-emptiness of U ∩ A.
The following standard topological result comes in handy soon: Theorem 3.25. For any topological space (X, τ ) and A ⊆ X, it holds that
and hence cl τ (A) and int τ (X − A) define a partition on X.
Theorem 3.26. Let P be a poset, A ⊆ P and ≺∈ App(P ). Then the following chain of set inclusions hold:
Proof. That int µ ≺ (A) ⊆ A ↓≺ ⊆ A ⊆ A ↑≺ holds follows from Lemmas 3.23, 3.24 and 3.3.
Notice that if we can establish that int σ (A) ⊆ int µ ≺ (A) holds for any subset A of P , then it follows from Theorems 3.25 and 3.10 that cl µ ≺ (A) ⊆ cl σ (A). Thus, it remains to prove that int σ (A) ⊆ int µ ≺ (A). But this is immediate by Lemma 3.20.
Lemma 3.27. If P is a continuous poset and A ∈ U (P ), then
Proof. Since P is a continuous poset, ≪ enjoys the (INT) property. Applying Theorem 3.11 for the upper set A, we have (A ↓≪ ) ↓≪ = A ↓≪ . Thus, A ↓≪ is a ≪-open set that is contained in A, and so A ↓≪ ⊆ int µ ≪ (A). But Theorem 3.26 asserts that int µ ≪ (A) ⊆ A ↓≪ so that int µ ≪ (A) = A ↓≪ . Finally, P is continuous and so Theorem 3.22 asserts that int µ ≪ (A) = int σ (A). Thus, the proof is complete.
Lemma 3.28. If P is a poset such that every A ∈ U (P ) satisfies the equation
then P is continuous.
Proof. Let x ∈ P be given. We must show that (1) և x is a directed set; and
Thus there exists c ∈ ↑a ∩ ↑b such that c ≺ x. This proves that և x is a directed set. We now show that և x = x. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that և x = x. Because x is an upper bound of և x, this would mean that there is another upper bound y of և x such that x ≤ y, i.e., x ∈ P \↓y. Since ↓y is a Scott closed subset, the set P \↓y is Scott open, and hence equals to its Scott interior. Thus, x ∈ int σ (P \↓y) = (P \↓y) ↓≪ by the assumption. Therefore there is an element w ∈ P \↓y such that w ≺ x. This contradicts that y is an upper bound of the set և x since w belongs to և x and yet w ≤ y. This completes the proof that P is continuous.
Lemma 3.29. If P is a poset with an approximating auxiliary relation ≺ with A ↓≺ = int σ (A) for every A ∈ U (P ), then the following hold:
(1) µ ≺ (P ) = σ(P ).
(2) ≺=≪. (3) P is continuous.
(1) Note that A ↓≺ = int σ (A) for every upper set A implies that Let x and y ∈ P be such that x ≺ y. We aim to show that x ≪ y. Let D be a directed set whose supremum exists, and D ≥ y. Proof. The equivalence of statements (1), (2) and (3) is a direct result of Lemmata 3.27, 3.28 and 3.29. As for the equivalence of (2) and (4) (respectively, (3) and (5)), one just invokes Theorems 3.10 and 3.25.
Corollary 3.31 (A characterization of Scott closed sets)
. Let P be a continuous poset, A ⊆ P and x ∈ P . Then x ∈ cl σ (A) if and only if և x ⊆ ↓A.
Further properties of the µ ≺ -topology
The µ ≺ -topology induced by an approximating auxiliary relation on a poset has very tight connections with the Scott topology as revealed in Section 3.2. We now carry out further investigations about this new topology.
Definition 4.1 (c-space).
A c-space is any topological space X such that, for every x ∈ X, for every open neighbourhood U of x, there is a point y ∈ U such that x ∈ int ( ↑y).
Lemma 4.2. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ PApp(P ). If P µ ≺ is a c-space, then ≺ is approximating.
Proof. Let x ∈ P be given. Since ≺ is pre-approximating (i.e., s ≺ (x) is directed), it suffices to prove that s ≺ (x) = x. To do this, define a subset D x of P as follows:
Since P µ ≺ is a c-space, taking the open neighbourhood U = P of x, there exists y ∈ P such that x ∈ int µ ≺ (↑y).
↓≺ . By Proposition 3.5(2), int µ ≺ (↑y) ↓≺ ⊆ (↑y) ↓≺ . Hence x ∈ (↑y) ↓≺ which then implies that there exists p ∈ s ≺ (x) ∩ ↑y, i.e., y ≤ p ≺ x. Since ≺ is an auxiliary relation, it follows that y ≺ x. Thus, D x ⊆ s ≺ (x).
Since D x ⊆ s ≺ (x), it is immediate that x is an upper bound of D x . We now show that D x = x. Let z be any upper bound of D x . We show that x ≤ z by showing that every open neighbourhood U of x contains z, and using the fact that ≤ is the specialization order of P µ ≺ by virtue of Proposition 3.21. Since P µ ≺ is a c-space, since x ∈ U , there exists y ∈ U such that x ∈ int µ ≺ (↑y), i.e., y ∈ D x . Since z is an upper bound of D x , we have y ≤ z, and since U is an upper set with respect to the specialization order ≤, z ∈ U . Because s ≺ (x) contains a non-empty subset, i.e., D x whose supremum equals to x, and x is an upper bound for s ≺ (x), it follows that s ≺ (x) = x. Thus, the proof that ≺ is approximating is complete. Lemma 4.3. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ PApp(P ) which satisfies (INT). Then the following hold:
(1) For each x ∈ P , s ≻ (x) := {y ∈ P | x ≺ y} is a ≺-open set.
(2) The collection B := {s ≻ (x) | x ∈ P } is a base for the µ ≺ -topology.
(1) Let x ∈ P be given. Clearly, s ≻ (x) is an upper set. For any y ∈ s ≻ (x), the property (INT) asserts that there exists z ∈ P such that x ≺ z ≺ y. Thus
↓≺ . (2) Let U be a ≺-open set and x ∈ U . Since U = U ↓≺ , there exists y ∈ U such that y ≺ x. Thus, x ∈ s ≻ (y) ⊆ U . So, B forms a base for the µ ≺ -topology.
Theorem 4.4. Let P be a poset and ≺∈ PApp(P ).
(1) If P µ ≺ is a c-space, then ≺ is approximating.
(2) If ≺∈ PApp(P ) and satisfies (INT), then P µ ≺ is a c-space.
(1) This is just Lemma 4.2. ⇐=: Assume that P σ is a c-space. We claim that the Scott opens are precisely those upper sets U for which U = U ↓≪ . By Proposition 3.16, it suffices to prove that every Scott open set U (which is of course upper) satisfies the condition U = U ↓≪ . Let U be any Scott open set. Since P σ is a c-space, for each x ∈ U there exists y ∈ U such that x ∈ int σ (↑y). We claim that y ≪ x. Suppose D is a directed subset whose supremum, D, exists and D ≥ x. Because int σ (↑y) is upper and x belongs to it, D ∈ int σ (↑y). Since int σ (↑y) is Scott open, it is inaccessible by directed suprema, i.e., there exists d ∈ D such that d ∈ int σ (↑y) ⊆ ↑y; whence, d ≥ y. This proves that y ≪ x. Thus, x ∈ U ↓≪ . Now let x ∈ P be arbitrary. From the preceding argument, the non-empty set, D x , defined earlier in the proof of Lemma 4.2, can now be rewritten as D x = {y ∈ P | x ∈ int µ ≪ (↑y)}. The same argument in the proof of Lemma 4.2 justifies that D x ⊆ և x. Since the interior operator preserves binary intersection, D x is directed. By Proposition 2.1, և x must be directed and և x = x, and the proof that P is continuous is thus complete.
Scott closure in a continuous poset
In this section, we showcase some domain-theoretic spin-offs that are a direct consequence of reported findings in the preceding section. In particular, we have just obtained a new characterization of Scott closed sets (c.f. Corollary 3.31), i.e., the Scott closure of a subset A of a continuous poset comprises precisely those elements way-below which are all members of ↓A. We now proceed with a more in-depth study of the structure of cl σ (A), following up this lead. It is well-known that a subset A of a poset P is Scott closed if and only if it is a lower subset of P and closed under the formation of existing directed suprema. One might claim that if one takes all the existing directed suprema of subsets of ↓A then one should obtain the Scott closure of A. Let A := {a ij , i, j ∈ N}. Note that 1 ∈ cl σ (A) = P but there is no directed subset D in ↓A for which D = 1. Thus, taking all the existing directed suprema of A in addition to those elements in ↓A does not, in general, form the Scott closure of A.
Let P be a poset and A ⊆ P , we define
Proposition 5.2. Let P be a poset and A ⊆ P . Then, the following hold: What order-theoretic properties does a poset having one-step closure enjoy? To answer this question, we need to recall the notion of meet-continuity of posets which was first introduced by [5] . Proof. Suppose that there is a directed set D ⊆ P whose supremum exists and x ∈ P is such that x ≤ D. Then D ∈ D ′ . Since P has one-step closure, it follows that D ′ is a Scott closed set which then implies that x ∈ D ′ . So, there exists a directed set D 1 ⊆ ↓D such that D 1 = x. It is clear that D 1 ⊆ ↓D ∩ ↓x and hence x ∈ (↓D ∩ ↓x) ′ = cl σ (↓D ∩ ↓x). This then completes the proof that P is meet continuous.
Theorem 5.9. Let P be a poset that has one-step closure. Then int σ (↑x) = ։ x for each x ∈ P .
Proof. Since int σ (↑x) ⊆ ։ x always holds for any element x ∈ P , it remains to prove the reverse containment. For the sake of contradiction, suppose that there is y ∈ ։ x \ int σ (↑x). Then y ∈ P \int σ (↑x) = cl σ (P \↑x) = (P \↑x) ′ . So there is a directed subset D ⊆ ↓(P \↑x) = P \ ↑x such that D = y. This will run contrary to x ≪ y. Hence ։ x ⊆ int σ (↑x).
Remark 5.10. Theorems 5.8 and 5.9 give us a more fine-grained means to explain the phenomena that continuous posets are always meet-continuous and possess one-step closure.
At the point of writing, we are not able to completely characterize those poset having a one-step closure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we are guided by rough set theoretic considerations to develop the core of Domain Theory using suitably defined rough set approximation operators.
In Domain Theory, the role played by auxiliary relations is indeed quite auxiliaryonce the continuity of a dcpo, L, is characterized by the condition that the way-below relation ≪ is the smallest approximating auxiliary relation on L, the auxiliary relations are almost never mentioned in the subsequent development of Domain Theory. For instance, auxiliary relations are involved in the study of the Scott topology (which is of central importance in Domain Theory). Our rough set theoretic approach to Domain Theory fills in this gap by exploiting the lower and upper approximation operators induced by auxiliary relations. Many salient domain-theoretic concepts such as interpolation property (INT), Scott topology, etc., take on new meanings in the light of Rough Set Theory. Using our rough set theoretic approach, not only can several well-known results regarding the waybelow relation for continuous posets be generalized to the context of approximating relations, new domain-theoretic properties regarding continuous posets have also been obtained.
While it is theoretically pleasing to see that the core of Domain Theory can be formulated and developedá la Rough Set Theory, one can perhaps look for more practical applications derived from the matrimony of Domain Theory and Rough Set Theory. In real life situations, there may be opportunities to export the domain-theoretic considerations derived in this paper back into the world of imprecise knowledge. For instance, instead of working with indiscernibility relation, Ind(R), one might consider working with an asymmetrical relation, e.g., x ≤ R y if for every attribute a ∈ R, it holds that a(x) ≺ a a(y); here, ≺ a is some irreflexive relation on V a .
We end this paper with some open problems:
Question 6.1.
(1) Is a poset which has one-step closure necessarily continuous? (2) Characterize those posets having a one-step closure. (3) Quasicontinuous posets are a generalization of continuous posets and are gaining much research attention recently [2] . Can our rough set theoretic approach in this paper be employed to study quasi-continuous posets?
